Content Organization
Access the Federal, State, and International home pages focused on major areas of tax and accounting law, News, and the Advanced Search template.

Go To Countries
View all the Portfolios, analysis, treaties, news, and developments for countries in which you operate.

Expert Analysis
Access in-depth expert analysis with over 100 Portfolios and also view country-by-country perspectives for 114 jurisdictions with the Global Tax Guide and VAT Navigator.

Practice Tools
Conveniently find the information you need with our Chart Builders and Forms.

Chart Builders
Easily find the information you need with Chart Builders, covering international tax regimes, VAT, and withholding tax.

Forms
Readily access translated International Tax Forms for over 70 countries.

Treaty Finder
Quickly find in-force English income tax treaties by selecting treaty partners.

Treaties
View and compare full-text treaty documents, including foreign language and English translations.

Transfer Pricing
Your single source for transfer pricing research, covering the most vital tax issues in transfer pricing. Our expert analysis provides the guidance, source materials, and practical insights you need to remain compliant in global tax jurisdictions. Also includes OECD transfer pricing guidelines.

News & Journals
Get the latest news and developments in international tax, plus commentary and insights from leading practitioners. Track and summarize daily international tax developments across a full range of tax topics with the International Tax Developments Tracker.

BEPS Tracker
Easily track country-by-country developments in response to the OECD’s Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS) action plan with summaries of events and in-depth analysis from leading practitioners.
International Tax

Enhanced Searchability: BNA PICKS and <GO> Pages

BNA PICKS and <GO> Pages offer easier, faster access to the information you need, with enhanced functionality and navigational tools covering critical federal, state, and international tax topics in all 50 states and nearly 115 countries. Access them through Search Results. Use Quick Search to search all content included in a subscription. The BNA PICKS frame displays with the Search Results list and provides a shortcut to related Tax Management Portfolio analysis, code sections, regulations, Fast Answers, news, and more. The BNA PICKS frame also links to the available <GO> Pages. The topical <GO> Pages display editor-selected, topic-specific content providing background on key aspects of the topic with links to related Bloomberg Tax content.

1. On a Search Results page, view the BNA PICKS to access Portfolios, source documents, analysis, Fast Answers, practice tools, and the related <GO> Pages.

2. To access <GO> Pages, click More or click the links to Related <GO> Pages in the <GO> Links frame.

3. On-product MLI Alerts highlight potential changes to treaties.

   Two Types:
   1. Potentially Affected
   2. Not Affected

Advanced Search

1. Select ALL or a specific practice area for the search.

2. Choose to search document titles only.

3. Select/Deselect specific content collections within the practice areas.

4. Enter Keywords and click Search ALL.

---

Bloomberg Tax Complimentary Training & Product Support
800.372.1033, opt. 5 Mon–Fri, 8:00 am–8:00 pm

www.bna.com/training
For more information, please visit bna.com/tax
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